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PARTNERSHIPS PROVE EFFECTIVE FOR DELIVERING PPE 
Veteran led task-force helps businesses reopen their doors 

 
Arlington, VA, 1 May 2020 — As much of the country waits for COVID-19 restrictions to be lifted, Arlington-based 
Beyond SOF has been sourcing personal protective equipment (PPE) for businesses deemed essential. In the 
past month, its COVID-19 Task Force secured over one-million masks, and arranged deliveries to a hospital in California, 
and to the Florida Department of Health. Now the group turns its focus to getting businesses ready to reopen. 
 
Normally a recruiting firm for the special forces and intelligence communities, Beyond SOF enlisted its own team for this 
job. They tapped their global network, operating around the clock to vet suppliers, source equipment, and arrange 
deliveries for businesses that requested assistance. They are now preparing to deliver 100-million masks to a hospital 
system in Texas, and are in talks with the city of Boston, New York City Transit, Metro-North, and the U.S. Secret Service. 
 
At a time when supply chains need to be both responsive and reliable, strategic partnerships have proven to be 
invaluable. Led by former Special Forces Operator Steve Brignoli, Beyond SOF is now dedicating most of its 
resources to address the PPE shortage. The organization has added three veterans to its team since March, 
providing employment to those affected by unexpected layoffs. Brignoli also plans to add the California-based DASH 
Team to his umbrella. DASH brings with it a network of 150 veteran groups that will serve as quick response teams in 
major U.S. cities. 
 
Once readily available items, such as toilet paper and hand-sanitizer, have all but disappeared from store shelves. 
Demand for the latter has almost doubled in the last two months. Ride-share giant UBER tapped Beyond SOF to 
source hand-sanitizer, in a commitment to better protect its employees, drivers, and passengers. While distilleries 
around the country have been producing sanitizer by the gallon, delivery to priority markets such as hospitals has taken 
precedence. For UBER, and other companies modifying their existing safety plans to include PPE, size does matter. 
Personal-size bottles of sanitizer are preferred to the gallon batches. They are both easier to transport and can be 
allocated where needed. Beyond SOF partnered with a U.S. based supplier to fulfill UBER’s request, one directly sparked 
by the coronavirus pandemic. 
 
The demand for PPE is expected to increase as businesses prepare to reopen their doors. If price fluctuations and rumors 
of scarce raw materials are any indicator, a sudden spike in demand could mean that supply yet again will not be met. 
Businesses reluctant to invest in PPE before May could see a delay when they decide to make a purchase. The 
challenge is not only to identify reputable sellers, but ones who have authentic products that are available 
immediately. 
 
“Vetting reliable suppliers has been crucial to our success. A lot of people jumped into the PPE game looking to make a profit 

on a crisis. What we are doing is driven by mission not margins.” - CEO, Steve Brignoli 
 
The market has been plagued by an influx of inexperienced brokers, false leads, and counterfeit products. This has been 
a never-ending headache for procurement agents, compounded by unusually large minimum order quantity (MOQ) 
requirements put in place by factories in China. Manufacturing giant 3M contacted Beyond SOF, and other brokers 
directly, in order to get clarity on pricing structures with regard to MMM branded masks. Brignoli explained that his 
company is not acting as a reseller, and does not claim to represent the 3M brand. Beyond SOF has always been 
transparent about their model of connecting suppliers with buyers. It not only paid off when 3M reached out, but they have 
an open line of communication, which is another valuable partnership added to the mix. 
 
Meanwhile, fashion houses and other global companies have found creative ways to make and donate PPE. Small 
businesses are doing what they can to keep their current staff employed during these hard times, even making 
homemade masks from their own resources. Those who cannot afford to donate their supply are opting to sell instead, 
offering a portion of their proceeds to COVID-19 relief efforts. 
 
Beyond SOF joined forces with DC’s famed centenarian milliner, Vanilla Beane of Bené Millinery, to design a mask for 
their COVID-19 Task Force. Beane, who was featured on Fox News Sunday, Power Player of the Week, will have her 
design replicated by volunteer seamstresses in the DC area. Proceeds will go to support Humanitarian Operations 
Protecting Elephants (H.O.P.E.), an organization chaired by Brignoli. For more information, visit www.ctf19.com. 
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EMERGENCY SUPPLIES SECURED AND DELIVERED TO ADDRESS GLOBAL CRISIS 
Private Task-Force Sources Equipment in Response to Coronavirus Pandemic 

 
Arlington, VA, 16 April 2020 — In response to the global pandemic, Beyond SOF developed a task-force to 
support its mission - Securing our Future - and expanded that mission to protect America in the fight against 
COVID-19. The Washington-area, veteran owned small business is using its prestigious network to acquire essential 
personal protective equipment (PPE), and deliver it to communities in need. At a time when PPE is in high demand and 
reported to be in scarce supply, the task-force has been able to offer an immediate solution to address the mask shortage 
exacerbated by the current global health crisis. On April 15th, Beyond SOF completed delivery of one million masks to a 
hospital in Southern California.  

 
“We were able to realize the power of our collective network and put this together pretty quickly. The 
supplies were out there, so we addressed the problem which is the shortage hospitals are facing, in the 
fight against COVID-19, then moved on to identify those who needed it, and how to make the connections 
possible.” ⏤ Beyond SOF CEO, Steve Brignoli 

 
The task force has been able to address the mask shortage and offer hope to medical systems and communities 
devastated by the coronavirus pandemic. Beyond SOF CEO Steve Brignoli deployed his team and enlisted their 
networks to help privately source PPE. They created a ‘PPE Portal’ which lists supplies they are able to obtain, and offers 
a simple way for hospitals and other procurement agents to make a purchase. The list of supplies includes face-masks, 
respirators, ventilators, gowns, gloves, hand-sanitizer, thermometers, sourced and vetted by criteria to meet government 
standards. Beyond SOF has already secured relationships with entities such as the Florida Department of Health, the 
State of Washington, and UBER. 
 
Brignoli, a former US Army Special Operations Officer, is no stranger to life-saving missions after completing several 
deployments, and commanding a special operations task unit in Afghanistan. The New York native partnered with 
Knossos Group Global which deployed their Direct Action for Safety and Health (DASH) team to assist with Beyond 
SOF’s first PPE delivery. DASH is a specialized service that brings deep expertise in biosecurity and crisis management 
to deliver solutions that strengthen the nation’s response to epidemics like COVID-19. They deliver integrated, efficient 
solutions that improve the safety of healthcare workers and mitigate the chaotic effects on hospital operations in times of 
crisis caused by biohazards. 
 
Strategic partnerships like the ones Beyond SOF has formed have demonstrated their value, as conventional supply 
chains have proven to be inefficient. Brignoli hopes their efforts will not only help hospitals serve patients more safely and 
efficiently, but will also help the public and private sectors return to normal business operations. 
 
Beyond SOF has also been able to address another crisis that has arisen of late, unemployment. In the last month they 
have contracted five veterans, and are looking to scale their operation with an even larger team of both veterans and 
civilians. Additional corporate partnerships are currently being explored. The organization’s supply portal can be found on 
their website, www.beyondsof.com/covidportal. 
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